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Classifier-prominent languages 

 The noun, when counted by numerals, 
requires the presence of a classifier.  

(1) a. Chinese: 

         wu zhi niao  

         five CL bird      

            ‘five birds’ 

  b. Bengali: (Chacón 2011) 

          du=to        (lomba)      kham     

          two=CL    long          envelope    

          ‘two (long) envelopes’   
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Classifiers in Chinese 

 In addition to selecting and counting individuals, 
classifiers can coerce nouns to refer to kinds and 
events as well. (Huang and Ahrens 2003)  

 One and the same noun can collocate with different 
classifiers to emphasize different salient properties of 
the noun. (Huang and Ahrens 2003)  

(2) Mandarin Chinese: (Huang and Ahrens 2003: 13) 

     a. san     ju    dianhua 

          three CL   telephone  

           ‘three telephone sets’ (machinery) 

      b. san    xian      dianhua  

           three CL  telephone 

            ‘three telephone lines’ (telephone number) 
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Classifiers in Bengali 

 Classifiers in Bengali are much less 

elaborate, compared to those in Chinese. 

(Thompson 2010) 

 There is a small number of classifiers 

Bengali. One single classifier can take 

various forms, depending on their 

phonological environments.  
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Number-prominent languages 

 The noun obligatorily inflects for number 
information, e.g., singular, dual and plural. 

 

(3) a. English:  

         three books 

      b. French:           c. Sinhala: (Chandralal 2010) 

 trois  livres      putu     dekak 

          three book:PL    chair:PL      two:INDF 

          ‘three books’    ‘two chairs’ 
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Typological generalization 

 It is generally assumed that a classifier 

language lacks an overt plural marking 

system, which is known as the principle of 

“mutual exclusion between Num0 (plural 

marking) and CL0 (classifier)” (Chierchia 

1998; 2006).  

 Deviant data 

◦ Chinese: plural marker(s)  

◦ Sinhala: classifier(s)  
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Plural markers in Chinese 

Plural markers are attested in different 

varieties of Chinese.  

(4) a. Mandarin Chinese: 

             laoshi/xuesheng-men (Li, 2003)   

             teacher/student-PL 

              ‘the teachers/the students’  

    b. Chengdu Chinese: 

        ɕosən/su/suei-ɕiɛ 

          student/book/water-PL 

          ‘the students/books/water’ 
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Plural markers in Chinese 
 Scope of application : 

◦ Mandarin Chinese 

 The plural marker –men is restricted to nouns with 
[+HUMAN] feature.  

◦ Chengdu Chinese 

 The plural marker -ɕiɛ is almost applicable to all the 
nouns.  

 The syntactic and semantic features: 

◦ The presence of plural markers precludes the 
existence of a numeral-classifier.  

◦ Nouns with a plural marker are definite in 
meaning. 
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Classifiers in Sinhala 

 The occurrence of classifiers is attested in Sinhala, 

which is a number-prominent language.  

(5) Sinhala: (Chandralal 2010) 

     a. kurullo  pasdenek  

 bird:PL five-CL-INDF 

           ‘five birds’ (indefinite) 

      b. kurullo  pasdenna 

 bird:PL five-CL 

 ‘the five birds’ (definite)  
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Classifiers in Sinhala 

 A classifier is required by nouns with the 

[+ANIMATE] feature.  

 Intriguingly, the plural marker and the 

classifier can co-occur in one and the same 

nominal phrase.  

◦ [NPPL + numeral + CL]: definite 

◦ [NPPL + numeral + CL + ek]: indefinite 

     (When NP is animate) 
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Research questions: 

 Why are classifiers and plural markers not 

strictly exclusive to each other?  

 What mechanisms can enable the co-

occurrence of classifiers and plural markers? 
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Classifier-prominent languages 
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Chinese nominal phrase structure 

 The plural marker (Num0) carries [+DEF] 

feature. Therefore, the realization of a plural 

marker depends on: 

◦ a. the semantic requirement  (e.g., [+HUMAN] in 

Mandarin Chinese) is met;      

◦ b. the grammatical feature [+DEF] is successfully 

checked.  
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Plural markers in Chinese: [+DEF] 

(6) Mandarin Chinese: 

a. xuesheng-men      b. zhe   xie  xuesheng-men 

     student-PL               Dem some student-PL 

      ‘the students’          ‘these students’ 

c. *yi    xie       xuesheng-men 

      Ind  some   student-PL 

      ‘some students’ 

(7) Chengdu Chinese: 

a. su-ɕiɛ                    b. tse     ɕiɛ     su-ɕiɛ 

    book-PL                    Dem some book-PL 

     ‘the books’                ‘these books’ 

c. *i       ɕiɛ     su-ɕiɛ 

     Ind.  some  book-PL 

     ‘some books’ 
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Plural markers in Chinese: [+DEF] 

 [+DEF] feature checking: 

◦ Num-to-D movement  (6a, 7a) 

◦ overt projection of D plus Num-lowering (6b, 

7b)  

 Q0
 disable the [+DEF] feature checking 

◦ Q0, once overly projected, blocks Num-to-D 

head movement. The [+DEF] feature of Num0 

fails to be checked. (6c, 7c) 
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NPPL: Num-to-D movement (Li 1999) 
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Double Definiteness: 

D0-filling & Num0-lowering 
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The incompatibility  

between Q0 (indefinite marker) and Num0 (plural marker) 
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Number-prominent Languages 
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Nominal phrase structure in 

Sinhala 
Numeral phrase structures in Sinhala: 

◦ [NPPL + numeral + CL]: definite 

◦ [NPPL + numeral + CL + ek]: indefinite 

    (When NP is animate) 

Note that Sinhala is a head-final language and all 
the nominal modifiers, other than numeral-
(classifiers), precede head nouns.  

 

Sinhala is a NP-never-in-situ language in the 
sense that NP must move upward to the left of 
numeral-(classifier).  
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The nominal structure of Sinhala: 

NP-never-in-situ 
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The nominal structure of Sinhala: 

NP-never-in-situ 

 It is the NP-never-in-situ property that 

enables the co-occurrence of plural markers 

and classifiers in Sinhala, as CL does not 

intervene between Num and NP.  
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[NPPL + numeral + CL]:  

definite 
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[NPPL + numeral + CL + ek]: 

indefinite 
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The proposals 

 Classifiers and plural markers are not strictly 
exclusive. They co-occur when classifiers do 
not interrupt the adjacency condition between 
the plural marker and its head nouns. 

 In Mandarin Chinese and Chengdu Chinese, 
plural markers carry [+DEF] feature, which 
must be successfully checked.  

 In Sinhala,  NP-never-in-situ feature enables 
co-occurrence of a plural marker and a 
classifier in one single nominal phrase.  
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